Abstract: SHEPWM, a method to eliminate the selected low order harmonics by optimizing switching time sequence, has been concerned greatly because of its advantages such as high waveform quality, high efficiency, full utilization of DC side voltage and small size of DC side filter. In this paper, amathematic model based on thehomotopy algorithm is proposed to calculate the optimal switching time. The method is applied to three-level voltage inverters toshow the operations in detail. And to get more accurate value of switching time, the model is optimized with combining with Newton's method.
Introduction
In recent years, a novelcascade multi-level inverter topology enters the public arena for its great output capacity, high power application, high switching frequency and harmonic performance of output voltage and current. It has been used widely in high power occasions such as Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS). Selected Harmonic Elimination Pulse Width Modulation (SHEPWM) is an important technique to control the cascade multi-level inverter topology by selecting the optimal switching time to eliminate the selected low-frequency harmonics and improve the waveform quality.
Model of Multi-level Inverter
The cascade multi-level inverter is formed by several basic inverter unit (such as the H-bridge inverter) connected through a series of single-phase or three-phase inverter, shown in figure 1. Shown in figure 2, 
homotopy algorithm is characterized by its fast convergence speed and large convergence domain, the homotopy algorithm is chosen to solve the equations.
To begin with, plug in the data: cos cos ⋯ cos 0.6 0 cos 5 cos 5 ⋯ cos 5 0 cos 7 cos 7 ⋯ cos 7 0 Regard as function with independent variable t, the derivation is: , 1 0 0, ∈ 0,1 , ∈ Where 0 Applying differential method, take the derivative with respect to t on both side of equation:
,
With arrangement, the equation is ′ ′ 0 , ∈ 0,1 Giving the initial value,
Now, nonlineartranscendental equations become system of ordinary differential equations.four-order quaternion Runge-Kutta methodis applied to solve the equations. The formulas are as follow,
Where is the parameters required; is independentvariable, here is t; h is step length.
Set the number of iteration is 1400 1/1400
With the results of each iteration as the initial value of next-time solving, I solve 5 times to improve the accuracy.
The value of 1,2,3is in table 1. The value of mis also calculated, as well as its error. Table 1 With the help of Matlab, the corresponding THDis, HD 11.55%
Evaluation and Optimization of the Model
Thehomotopy algorithm has many advantages when solving nonlinear equations such as its fast convergence speed and large convergence domain. And also, thehomotopy algorithm has less computational effort and high probability of success. Nevertheless, the accuracy of thehomotopy algorithm is lower. To get accurate answer, iteration works must be done. Given the homotopy algorithm has large convergence domain, fast convergence speed but low accuracy while Newton method has high accuracy but small convergence domain, optimal model combine the two methods. The concrete steps are as follow:
To begin with, assume reasonable initial value and do a fixed number of iterations with the homotopy algorithm. Then have the results as the initial value of Newton method to iterate. Given the results of the homotopy algorithm is close to accurate results, Newton's method convergent inevitably. With the optimized model, the results are 0.5103 0.9501 1.1255
